Current Titles – Library – Gov Docs

Title: CIAO: COLUMBIA INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS ONLINE
NOTIS Print: Format: Electronic
NOTIS Elec.: 966974
CallNo: Type:
Amount: $1,085.00

Department/College
GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS / LIBRARY

Title: CIS INDEX TO UNPUBLISHED US HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES COMMITTEE
NOTIS Print: AEB1870
Format: Print
NOTIS Elec.: Type:
CallNo: Department/College
Amount: $2,022.00
GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS / LIBRARY

Title: CIS INDEX TO UNPUBLISHED US SENATE COMMITTEE HEARINGS
NOTIS Print: AEB1880
Format: Print
NOTIS Elec.: Type:
CallNo: Department/College
Amount: $546.00
GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS / LIBRARY

Title: CIS UNPUBLISHED US SENATE CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE HEARINGS
NOTIS Print: AEB1882
Format: Fiche
NOTIS Elec.: Type:
CallNo: Department/College
Amount: $30,423.00
GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS / LIBRARY

Title: CONGRESSIONAL (L/N)
NOTIS Print: Format: Electronic
NOTIS Elec.: Type: Child
CallNo: Department/College
Amount: $10,217.00
GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS / LIBRARY
REFERENCE / LIBRARY
Title: GOVERNMENT INFORMATION QUARTERLY
NOTIS Print: Format: Electronic
NOTIS Elec.: 1172451 Type: Child
CallNo:
Amount: $0.00
Department/College
GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS / LIBRARY

Title: STAT USA
NOTIS Print:
NOTIS Elec.: 709919
CallNo:
Amount: $4,141.52
Department/College
GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS / LIBRARY

Monday, January 26, 2009

10 Records.
THIS REPORT IS BASED ON FOLLOWING CRITERIAS
CAMPUS: BOCA.

COLLEGE: LIBRARY.

DEPARTMENT: GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS.